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Title of story: Birthday Party 

Page 0  

a) Good choice! If you organise this all together, the party has more chances to be successful! 

 

b) It is good that you would like to organize a birthday party for your teacher, but do you have 

something to suggest? 

 

Page 1 

a) What about giving this a chance? Certainly, some people do not like surprises but it is always 

nice when the others remember one’s birthday. 

 

b) Nice thought, you set the priorities correctly! 

 

Page 2 

a) It's good that you have confidence in your classmates, but you can also have a very nice idea 

if you think a little. 

 

b)  Good choice! You are using list time management techniques. 

 

Page 3 

a) It was suggested that you work as a team to organise the birthday party. If you make some 

suggestion, the others may agree. 

 

b) Good choice! You are using list time management techniques. 

 

Page 4 

a) Of course, your teacher would be satisfied with what you have already prepared, but if you 

add something else will it not be better? 

 

b) Good choice! You have made a great plan! 
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Page 5 

a) Well done! You found a very good solution to the problem. 

 

b) This would also be a solution, but if you asked her age maybe she would know that you are 

preparing something for her? 

 

Page 6 

a) Good choice! Very good organisational skills. 

 

b) Νice idea! It's always nice to hear children singing, but maybe some of your classmates don't 

want to sing and would feel bad about it. 

 

Page 7 

a) Would this solution make your classmates who cannot afford it feel bad though? 

 

b) Nice solution! Surely, your teacher will appreciate more a handmade gift. 

 

Page 8 

a) Your thinking is correct, but what if the teacher complains to the principal that she will be late 

for class? 

 

b) Good choice! Very good organizational skills. 

 

Page 9 

The day for the surprise party has come… Surely the experience you gained by organising a birthday 

party will be useful for you in the future and help you to find solutions to problems you may encounter. 

 

Page 10 

The day for the surprise party has come… During the organizing of the party you used organisation 

techniques, while you handled the problems that arose in a very effective way. All these are important 

skills which you will need in your school life and later. 


